2018-08-02: Addressing Generational Differences in Medical Education
The following links were shared during last night’s chat:
• The iGen Shift: Colleges Are Changing to Reach the Next Generation
https://www.nytimes.com/2018/08/02/education/learning/generationz-igen-students-colleges.html
• A Digital Ethnography of Medical Students who Use Twitter for Professional Development
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/25952652/
• Thanks for the Feedback: The Science and Art of Receiving Feedback Well
https://www.amazon.com/Thanks-Feedback-Science-Receiving-Well/dp/0143127136
• Yammer https://www.yammer.com/
• Peak: Secrets from the New Science of Expertise
https://www.goodreads.com/book/show/26312997-peak
• Personal Best https://www.newyorker.com/magazine/2011/10/03/personal-best
• The Greatest Generation https://jamanetwork.com/journals/jama/article-abstract/2474428?resultClick=1
• Are Medical Schools Neglecting Clinical Skills?
https://jamanetwork.com/journals/jama/article-abstract/347472
• Medicine’s Netflix: Subscription Video Services Are the New Medical School Format
https://opmed.doximity.com/medicines-netflix-subscription-video-services-are-the-new-medical-education-formata713528d283f

MedEd Chat @MedEdChat9 hours ago
Welcome to the Medical Education chat (US) I am your moderator for the next
hour, @alliance4clined with our special guest hosts @TLMedEd#meded

MedEd Chat @MedEdChat9 hours ago
The topic & questions will be announced in a moment…for now, please introduce
yourselves #meded

Anna Cianciolo @anna_cianciolo8 hours ago
Good evening #MedEd chat from Springfield IL. https://t.co/kPvVRD9umH

MedEd Chat @MedEdChat8 hours ago
If you are tuning in to the #meded chat, remember to use the #meded hashtag and try to answer
with the Topic numbers (T1, T2, T3)

Kurt Gilliland, PhD @kogillil8 hours ago
@MedEdChat Kurt Gilliland from UNC #meded

Gary Beck Dallaghan @GLBDallaghan8 hours ago
@Nephro_Sparks @tcymet @NatashaNDave Good evening from Chapel Hill! #MedED

Marty Muntz @mmteacherdoc8 hours ago
Hi all - Marty from @MedicalCollege of Wisconsin in Milwaukee. Hope everyone’s having a

great summer! #MedEd

Dr. A.J. Kleinheksel @AJKleinhex8 hours ago
@MedEdChat I'm A.J. and I'm probably more excited than I should be that #meded chat is back
from hiatus!

MedEd Chat @MedEdChat8 hours ago
We will assume that all of your tweets are your own during this hour unless otherwise
stated #meded

MedEd Chat @MedEdChat8 hours ago
T1 about to come up in a few moments #meded

MedEd Chat @MedEdChat8 hours ago
@mmteacherdoc @MedicalCollege Thanks, Marty! #meded

TLMedEd @TLMedEd8 hours ago
Looking forward to the chat and discussing generational differences in #MedEd with our
editor @anna_cianciolo

MedEd Chat @MedEdChat8 hours ago
Topic 1: What experiences have you had with generation gaps in medical education? #meded

Dr. A.J. Kleinheksel @AJKleinhex8 hours ago
@MedEdChat #meded https://t.co/MM6IXxa0Gj

Anna Cianciolo @anna_cianciolo8 hours ago
RT @TLMedEd: Looking forward to the chat and discussing generational differences
in #MedEd with our editor @anna_cianciolo https://t.co/aOa…

Gary Beck Dallaghan @GLBDallaghan8 hours ago
@MedEdChat T1 #meded It was a daily occurrence when I was @unmccom Now that I'm at
UNC....we'll see

Elizabeth Gundersen @Top_Gundersen8 hours ago
RT @MedEdChat: Join us Thursday, Aug 2nd at 9PM Eastern (NYC) as @TLMedEd guides our
discussion on generational differenceshttps://t.co/Y…

Alliance4ClinEd @Alliance4ClinEd8 hours ago
@GLBDallaghan @MedEdChat @UNMCCOM T1 #meded What experiences did you have?
Good? Bad?

Anna Cianciolo @anna_cianciolo8 hours ago
@MedEdChat T1 #meded When @Alliance4ClinEd published their handbook, it was a great
eye-opener on the topic!

Gary Beck Dallaghan @GLBDallaghan8 hours ago
@Alliance4ClinEd @MedEdChat @UNMCCOM T1 #meded For me it was a bit jarring to deal
with a generation of people who perceive that everything can be negotiated.

Dr. A.J. Kleinheksel @AJKleinhex8 hours ago
T1 I need more than 240 characters for that list. But the most challenging experiences I've had
have been in designing authentic simulations (e.g., virtual patients). #meded

Larry Hurtubise @hur2buzy8 hours ago
T1 Seems like a big difference is in the area of feedback #MedEd

Elizabeth Gundersen @Top_Gundersen8 hours ago
@kogillil @MedEdChat Hi, it’s Liz from south Florida with my Gen Alpha
puppy. #meded https://t.co/TjIYA0nBnE

Marty Muntz @mmteacherdoc8 hours ago
T1- certainly much more willing to offer critique on teaching sessions and courses/clerkships
now than in the past. #MedEd

Alliance4ClinEd @Alliance4ClinEd8 hours ago
@hur2buzy T1 #meded In what way? Care to elaborate?

TLMedEd @TLMedEd8 hours ago
How were your eyes opened? #MedEd

Anna Cianciolo @anna_cianciolo8 hours ago
@Alliance4ClinEd @GLBDallaghan @MedEdChat @UNMCCOM T1 And everything can be
individually tailored. #meded

Deb Seymour @psychmour8 hours ago
@MedEdChat Deb Seymour Colorado SOM #meded

Drexel Neumann @DrexelNeumann8 hours ago
Check out my latest op-(m)ed on @doximity about a growing trend
in #medicaleducation towards a #Netflix styled
curriculum.https://t.co/nauYR4PMJ2 #MedEd #step1 #USMLE #opmed #medschool

Dr. A.J. Kleinheksel @AJKleinhex8 hours ago
T1 Also, no one gets my Princess Bride jokes.

#meded https://t.co/SYxzBqb1Nq

Gary Beck Dallaghan @GLBDallaghan8 hours ago
@mmteacherdoc T1 #meded Do you think they are more critical than we may have been at that
age? Seems to me I recall being pretty critical and that was 30 years ago
Anna Cianciolo @anna_cianciolo8 hours ago
@TLMedEd T1. #meded The range of contexts in which generational differences can play out,
especially the clinical setting.

Marty Muntz @mmteacherdoc8 hours ago
@AJKleinhex My list like this is too long for 280 characters. I feel like I’m giving out tv &
movie assignments pretty frequently. #MedEd

Larry Hurtubise @hur2buzy8 hours ago
@Alliance4ClinEd #meded in the past silence meant your doing ok. Now learners want feedback

Anna Cianciolo @anna_cianciolo8 hours ago
@AJKleinhex T1 #meded Inconceivable!

Marty Muntz @mmteacherdoc8 hours ago
@GLBDallaghan Agreed - I was critical but less vocal. Less likely to challenge experts
maybe? #MedEd

MedEd Chat @MedEdChat8 hours ago
@AJKleinhex T1 #meded How so? Are the students more critical of simulations they feel are not
authentic?

Anna Cianciolo @anna_cianciolo8 hours ago
@GLBDallaghan @mmteacherdoc T1 #meded I don’t think I would say more critical. But
maybe less satisfied?

MedEd Chat @MedEdChat8 hours ago
RT @hur2buzy: @Alliance4ClinEd #meded in the past silence meant your doing ok. Now
learners want feedback

Robert V. Hill @RVHillPhD8 hours ago
@MedEdChat T1: Encounters with generation gaps are unavoidable, with 4 generations in the
workforce. For students, the gap is generally ‘above;’ mid-career faculty have at least one gap
above and one below! #meded

Alliance4ClinEd @Alliance4ClinEd8 hours ago
@anna_cianciolo @TLMedEd T1 #meded Do you think this range may somehow impact patient
care in a negative way?

Elizabeth Gundersen @Top_Gundersen8 hours ago
@hur2buzy @Alliance4ClinEd I totally agree. The most common complaint I hear about
feedback is that they're not getting enough. #meded

Anna Cianciolo @anna_cianciolo8 hours ago
@GLBDallaghan @mmteacherdoc T1. #meded And I would include less satisfied with
themselves.

MedEd Chat @MedEdChat8 hours ago
RT @RVHillPhD: @MedEdChat T1: Encounters with generation gaps are unavoidable, with 4
generations in the workforce. For students, the gap i…

Dr. A.J. Kleinheksel @AJKleinhex8 hours ago
T1 As a educational researcher I've also had to balance most learners' expectations to have input
on their curriculum with the fact that they are survey fatigued. #creativedatacollection #MedEd

Gary Beck Dallaghan @GLBDallaghan8 hours ago
@AJKleinhex T1 #meded And yet if you excluded them from providing input they would be
unhappy. Sometimes it feels like a losing proposition.

Anna Cianciolo @anna_cianciolo8 hours ago
@Alliance4ClinEd @TLMedEd T1. #meded I suppose if diversity of any kind isn’t managed,
cultivated to leverage everyone’s strengths and buttress weaknesses, it would negatively affect
patient care.

MedEd Chat @MedEdChat8 hours ago
RT @anna_cianciolo: @Alliance4ClinEd @TLMedEd T1. #meded I suppose if diversity of any

kind isn’t managed, cultivated to leverage everyone’…

Anna Cianciolo @anna_cianciolo8 hours ago
@Top_Gundersen @hur2buzy @Alliance4ClinEd T1. #meded There seems to be less
confidence reading feedback that isn’t an explicit evaluative judgement from someone else.

Dr. A.J. Kleinheksel @AJKleinhex8 hours ago
@MedEdChat T1 You compromise your level of immersion if the simulated patient isn't realistic
to the participants. So you can't have them listening to MC Hammer a walkman. #meded

Dr. A.J. Kleinheksel @AJKleinhex8 hours ago
@GLBDallaghan Exactly. The balancing feels a lot like a high wire act. #meded

Gary Beck Dallaghan @GLBDallaghan8 hours ago
@anna_cianciolo @Top_Gundersen @hur2buzy @Alliance4ClinEd T1 #meded Doesn't that fall
on our shoulders as educators to ensure they understand the purpose of the feedback? Perhaps it
is meant to be evaluative judgment....but we often times fail to point out the formative feedback
clearly enough

Temple Ratcliffe @templeratcliffe8 hours ago
T1: The ubiquity of technology in the classroom affords both potential opportunities and
pitfalls #meded

Kurt Gilliland, PhD @kogillil8 hours ago
@MedEdChat @AJKleinhex We just did a survey about perceptions of SPs vs mannequins and
SPs were preferred. #meded

Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @kristinadzara8 hours ago
Kristina here, just popping in to say hi for
the #meded chat! @TLMedEd @GLBDallaghan @hur2buzy @Top_Gundersen @kogillil @Me
dEdChathttps://t.co/u9fLeJvQPA

Elizabeth Gundersen @Top_Gundersen8 hours ago
@GLBDallaghan @Alliance4ClinEd @MedEdChat @UNMCCOM T1.Yes! I find there is often
an assumed familiarity - there is not the same sense of hierarchy. With #meded this time!

Anna Cianciolo @anna_cianciolo8 hours ago
@AJKleinhex @MedEdChat T1. #meded We have a PBL demo video with Howard Barrows
himself, but the late 20th Century clothing and hairdos are a real hang up.

MedEd Chat @MedEdChat8 hours ago
#meded

MedEd Chat @MedEdChat8 hours ago
RT @Top_Gundersen: @GLBDallaghan @Alliance4ClinEd @MedEdChat @UNMCCOM T1.
Yes! I find there is often an assumed familiarity - there is not t…

Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @kristinadzara8 hours ago
@GLBDallaghan @anna_cianciolo @Top_Gundersen @hur2buzy @Alliance4ClinEd Gary, I
think this goes to being transparent with our learners! This is ever so more important in the age
of #CBME. Are we being clear about why we as the educator are teaching in some way or
offering feedback in some way? #MedEd

MedEd Chat @MedEdChat8 hours ago
Topic 2: What successes have you had with bridging the generation gap? #meded

Hell yes, I do care @nancyeadams8 hours ago
@MedEdChat T1: #meded gen gap=students who are used to receiving push notifications for
everything; don't want to look in syllabus for due dates

Elizabeth Gundersen @Top_Gundersen8 hours ago
@GLBDallaghan @anna_cianciolo @hur2buzy @Alliance4ClinEd My school has "feedback
mentors" for the M3 students. We meet with students every quarter and review the feedback
they've gotten during their clerkships. It adds an extra layer of reflection that I think is
helpful. #meded

Kurt Gilliland, PhD @kogillil8 hours ago
@MedEdChat If it has a Latin name, then it is real. #meded

Marty Muntz @mmteacherdoc8 hours ago
@GLBDallaghan @anna_cianciolo @Top_Gundersen @hur2buzy @Alliance4ClinEd There’s
certainly a skill to preparing for, seeking, digesting, and responding productively to feedback and I don’t think we’re doing a good job teaching this to our students in most cases. #MedEd

Gary Beck Dallaghan @GLBDallaghan8 hours ago
@kristinadzara @anna_cianciolo @Top_Gundersen @hur2buzy @Alliance4ClinEd T1 #meded
Exactly. One thing I learned from editing the book is that communication is crucial and
transparency the law of the land.

Robert V. Hill @RVHillPhD8 hours ago
@MedEdChat T1: I find the gap often manifests in the day-to-day use of technology—students
use computers in different ways from older faculty. #meded

Melanie Lybarger @MelanieLybarger8 hours ago
RT @hur2buzy: @Alliance4ClinEd #meded in the past silence meant your doing ok. Now
learners want feedback

Dr. A.J. Kleinheksel @AJKleinhex8 hours ago
@kogillil @MedEdChat I've designed computer-based virtual patients, high fidelity mannequin
cases, and SP assessments. I think they all have their place. But in my experience students prefer
well-designed, efficiently-run, and accurately-assessed sims regardless of the modality. #meded

Anna Cianciolo @anna_cianciolo8 hours ago
@GLBDallaghan @Top_Gundersen @hur2buzy @Alliance4ClinEd T1. #meded Sure, but
feedback also comes from the environment if you understand how to see it. I think the non-stop
helicoptering and testing of young people guts their impression that worthwhile information
comes from the world around them.

Alliance4ClinEd @Alliance4ClinEd8 hours ago
T2 #meded Very true. How can we help the older generation to be understanding of the
experiences of the younger professionals?

Larry Hurtubise @hur2buzy8 hours ago
@boedudley #MedEd if the don’t get princess bride @AJKleinhex the Kids today really won’t
get bye bye birdie

Elizabeth Gundersen @Top_Gundersen8 hours ago
@mmteacherdoc @GLBDallaghan @anna_cianciolo @hur2buzy @Alliance4ClinEd And yet
we ask them to give and receive feedback starting starting almost from day 1 - there's a
disconnect there. #meded

MedEd Chat @MedEdChat8 hours ago
RT @Top_Gundersen: @GLBDallaghan @anna_cianciolo @hur2buzy @Alliance4ClinEd My
school has "feedback mentors" for the M3 students. We meet w…

Terry Kind, MD MPH @Kind4Kids8 hours ago
Tweeting to bridge the generation gap? #meded @MedEdChat https://t.co/5UaImaZaZU

Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @kristinadzara8 hours ago
@GLBDallaghan @anna_cianciolo @Top_Gundersen @hur2buzy @Alliance4ClinEd I also
think this ties to adult learning theory - a key component I really embrace is the 'learner's need to
know,.' Are we telling them 'why' this is essential content for them to
understand? @GLBDallaghan #MedEd

TLMedEd @TLMedEd8 hours ago
#meded https://t.co/470E0YxoZo

Anna Cianciolo @anna_cianciolo8 hours ago
@AJKleinhex @kogillil @MedEdChat T1. #meded And who wouldn’t?

Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @kristinadzara8 hours ago
RT @TLMedEd: #meded https://t.co/470E0YxoZo

MedEd Chat @MedEdChat8 hours ago
RT @Kind4Kids: Tweeting to bridge the generation
gap? #meded @MedEdChat https://t.co/5UaImaZaZU

Robert V. Hill @RVHillPhD8 hours ago
@MedEdChat T2: Keeping up with social media has been an anecdotal success for me. Twitter &
Snapchat are good ways to communicate effectively yet informally with students. #meded

MedEd Chat @MedEdChat8 hours ago
#meded

Marty Muntz @mmteacherdoc8 hours ago
@anna_cianciolo @GLBDallaghan @Top_Gundersen @hur2buzy @Alliance4ClinEd So true.
I’m reading this book now. Fascinating & will change how I teach students to seek/respond to
feedback. #meded https://t.co/eyzUAiYgnw

K D @AbootMedicine8 hours ago
@MedEdChat T1 from a friend. Students blank faced on mention of Robert Plant. #meded

Gary Beck Dallaghan @GLBDallaghan8 hours ago
@RVHillPhD @MedEdChat T2 #meded Learning #SoMe helped me to be much more concise
with emails so #medstudents actually read them.

Stephanie Starr, MD @StephRStarr8 hours ago
T2 Listen for sincere understanding of their stories. Empathize with their struggles and fears. And
collaborate to improve care, learning environment #meded

Temple Ratcliffe @templeratcliffe8 hours ago
T2: Absorb and grow from my learners’ enthusiasm and empathy. Their presence makes me a
better physician every day I’m on a teaching service. It’s truly a symbiotic relationship. #meded

MedEd Chat @MedEdChat8 hours ago
RT @kristinadzara: @GLBDallaghan @anna_cianciolo @Top_Gundersen @hur2buzy @Allianc
e4ClinEd I also think this ties to adult learning theory…

Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @kristinadzara8 hours ago
@GLBDallaghan @RVHillPhD @MedEdChat Yes! Twitter does teach you that every word
counts! #MedEd #SoMe #MedTwitter

Marty Muntz @mmteacherdoc8 hours ago
T2- we use @Yammer social media platforms engage students in asynchronous discussions with
peers and core faculty during the Medicine clerkship. #MedEd

MedEd Chat @MedEdChat8 hours ago
RT @mmteacherdoc: T2- we use @Yammer social media platforms engage students in
asynchronous discussions with peers and core faculty during…

Eric Holmboe @boedudley8 hours ago
RT @Alliance4ClinEd: T2 #meded Very true. How can we help the older generation to be
understanding of the experiences of the younger profe…

Larry Hurtubise @hur2buzy8 hours ago
T2 I learned a lesson from my son, when you’ve met one millennial you have met one. #meded

Stephanie Starr, MD @StephRStarr8 hours ago
RT @Kind4Kids: Tweeting to bridge the generation
gap? #meded @MedEdChat https://t.co/5UaImaZaZU

Eric Holmboe @boedudley8 hours ago
RT @mmteacherdoc: T2- we use @Yammer social media platforms engage students in
asynchronous discussions with peers and core faculty during…

Robert V. Hill @RVHillPhD8 hours ago
@kristinadzara @GLBDallaghan @MedEdChat True! I think Twitter has made me a better writer
and editor, especially back when only 140 characters! #meded

Elizabeth Gundersen @Top_Gundersen8 hours ago
@Alliance4ClinEd T2 I'm a fan of humble inquiry. I ask a lot of questions and try to listen nonjudgmentally so that I can get a better understanding of where the learner is coming
from. #MedEd

Anna Cianciolo @anna_cianciolo8 hours ago
@MedEdChat #Meded Although it often devolves into complaining about young people, talk
about generational differences doesn’t have to be that. Hopefully, we are thinking about what the
full range of generational influences adds to our teaching and practice.

Eric Holmboe @boedudley8 hours ago
RT @Kind4Kids: Tweeting to bridge the generation
gap? #meded @MedEdChat https://t.co/5UaImaZaZU

Dr. A.J. Kleinheksel @AJKleinhex8 hours ago
T2 Leveraging learners' desire to engage meaningfully and to contribute creatively has always
produced excellent results for me. #meded

Gary Beck Dallaghan @GLBDallaghan8 hours ago
@hur2buzy T2 #meded As with Baby Boomers, Gen Xers, and Traditionalists!

Gary Beck Dallaghan @GLBDallaghan8 hours ago
RT @AJKleinhex: T2 Leveraging learners' desire to engage meaningfully and to contribute
creatively has always produced excellent results fo…

MedEd Chat @MedEdChat8 hours ago
RT @anna_cianciolo: @MedEdChat #Meded Although it often devolves into complaining about
young people, talk about generational differences d…

Brett Vaughan @BrettVaughan48 hours ago
The results sound like a student evaluation of teaching! And assessment... "feedback is likely to
be more influential if it is specific, collected through credible methods and contains narrative
information."#meded #feedback https://t.co/oPGRi25skF

Anna Cianciolo @anna_cianciolo8 hours ago
@mmteacherdoc @GLBDallaghan @Top_Gundersen @hur2buzy @Alliance4ClinEd #Meded I

would love to use ethnography to teach “feedback in the wild.”

Gary Beck Dallaghan @GLBDallaghan8 hours ago
RT @RVHillPhD: @kristinadzara @GLBDallaghan @MedEdChat True! I think Twitter has
made me a better writer and editor, especially back when o…

Larry Hurtubise @hur2buzy8 hours ago
RT @anna_cianciolo: @MedEdChat #Meded Although it often devolves into complaining about
young people, talk about generational differences d…

Anna Cianciolo @anna_cianciolo8 hours ago
RT @hur2buzy: T2 I learned a lesson from my son, when you’ve met one millennial you have
met one. #meded

Anna Cianciolo @anna_cianciolo8 hours ago
@Top_Gundersen @Alliance4ClinEd #meded I like this, and I think we owe this to all our
learners.

Elizabeth Gundersen @Top_Gundersen8 hours ago
@hur2buzy Yes! I know for sure that millennials are tired of everyone tearing their hair out
asking "how do you solve the problem of millennials?"! No one likes being put in a box - it hurts
motivation. #meded

Gary Beck Dallaghan @GLBDallaghan8 hours ago
@AJKleinhex T2 #meded For the future of education that is truly where things are at. Why not
leverage #medstudent enthusiasm and energy and be there to offer guidance?

DocXology @dymonite698 hours ago
@IanMeducator talk on #followership makes me wonder if clinical supervisors are effective at
doing that when allowing their trainees to run clinical scenarios and learn from them
effectively. #EMSA18 #MedEd

Robert V. Hill @RVHillPhD8 hours ago
@MedEdChat T2: And again looking at the generation gap above me, I’ve had some success
streamlining processes that used to take more time and effort. Exam databasing comes to mind
as a big improvement in this area. #meded

Eric Holmboe @boedudley8 hours ago
RT @anna_cianciolo: @MedEdChat #Meded Although it often devolves into complaining about

young people, talk about generational differences d…

MedEd Chat @MedEdChat8 hours ago
RT @RVHillPhD: @MedEdChat T2: And again looking at the generation gap above me, I’ve
had some success streamlining processes that used to t…

Mala Joneja @DrMalaJoneja8 hours ago
RT @Top_Gundersen: @GLBDallaghan @anna_cianciolo @hur2buzy @Alliance4ClinEd My
school has "feedback mentors" for the M3 students. We meet w…

Dr. A.J. Kleinheksel @AJKleinhex8 hours ago
@GLBDallaghan T2 coaching > commanding #meded

HCSM News @HCSMnews8 hours ago
RT @RVHillPhD: @MedEdChat T2: And again looking at the generation gap above me, I’ve
had some success streamlining processes that used to t…

Larry Hurtubise @hur2buzy8 hours ago
@AJKleinhex #Meded T2 I know what you mean about creativity. @cyhledford12 and I led a
group that created story Corp type pieces about being a physician
MedEd Chat @MedEdChat8 hours ago
#meded

Anna Cianciolo @anna_cianciolo8 hours ago
@GLBDallaghan @AJKleinhex #meded I think one of the best things I often hear from students
is “it doesn’t have to be this way.” That enthusiasm to make a difference is life-giving.

MedEd Chat @MedEdChat8 hours ago
RT @hur2buzy: @AJKleinhex #Meded T2 I know what you mean about
creativity. @cyhledford12 and I led a group that created story Corp type pie…

Marty Muntz @mmteacherdoc8 hours ago
@anna_cianciolo @MedEdChat #meded @boedudley Reminds me of maybe my favorite article
ever - “The Greatest Generation”
by @Gurpreet2015 - https://t.co/5SemitgJyl… https://t.co/oRo7FAihgW

Chris Peltier, MD @cpeltier0078 hours ago
RT @MedEdChat: #meded https://t.co/4CoLqp2Ei0

MedEd Chat @MedEdChat8 hours ago
Topic 3: How is “minding the gap” similar/different to navigating other demographic differences
to provide the best education possible? #meded

Marty Muntz @mmteacherdoc8 hours ago
RT @Top_Gundersen: @Alliance4ClinEd T2 I'm a fan of humble inquiry. I ask a lot of
questions and try to listen non-judgmentally so that I c…

Dr. A.J. Kleinheksel @AJKleinhex8 hours ago
@hur2buzy @cyhledford12 T2 That sounds great! We just had interns who came up with the
idea to do "person on the street" interviews as part of a new curriculum to train staff on inclusive
language changes to patient medical records. We just have to get out of their way. #meded

Janelle Bludorn @JanelleRBlu8 hours ago
@MedEdChat T2: Young faculty member w/ many nontrad learners here ! I’m proud to have
introduced and validated the utility of #SoMe, tech, and #FOAMed to my *ahem* mature
learners. #MedEd

Anna Cianciolo @anna_cianciolo8 hours ago
@mmteacherdoc @MedEdChat @boedudley @Gurpreet2015 #meded I know that Engel article!
Nothing changes.

TLMedEd @TLMedEd8 hours ago
Q2b Any examples of using technology and #some to encourage learners to get to the top of
Blooms taxonomy to create, synthesize, critique and disseminate findings? #meded

Gary Beck Dallaghan @GLBDallaghan8 hours ago
@MedEdChat T3 #meded I honestly think navigating generational differences is much easier
than cultural differences and even gender differences. I do my level best, but having not had
those experiences culturally it is more challenging.

Eric Holmboe @boedudley8 hours ago
RT @templeratcliffe: T1: The ubiquity of technology in the classroom affords both potential
opportunities and pitfalls #meded

Frank Cacace @cacace_frank8 hours ago
RT @Top_Gundersen: @Alliance4ClinEd T2 I'm a fan of humble inquiry. I ask a lot of
questions and try to listen non-judgmentally so that I c…

Eric Holmboe @boedudley8 hours ago
RT @AJKleinhex: T1 Also, no one gets my Princess Bride
jokes. #meded https://t.co/SYxzBqb1Nq

MedEd Chat @MedEdChat8 hours ago
RT @JanelleRBlu: @MedEdChat T2: Young faculty member w/ many nontrad learners here !
I’m proud to have introduced and validated the…

Eric Holmboe @boedudley8 hours ago
RT @hur2buzy: T2 I learned a lesson from my son, when you’ve met one millennial you have
met one. #meded

Robert V. Hill @RVHillPhD8 hours ago
@GLBDallaghan @hur2buzy T2: Scary to say, millennials are almost out of medical school!
The youngest millennials are ~22 now. Generation Z (and the attendant new generation gap) will
be entering our classrooms and clinics soon! #meded

rudy pagcatipunan @Docrsp8 hours ago
RT @TLMedEd: #meded https://t.co/470E0YxoZo

Anna Cianciolo @anna_cianciolo8 hours ago
@GLBDallaghan @MedEdChat T3. #meded How do you tell if a difference is generational,
cultural, gender, etc.?

Marty Muntz @mmteacherdoc8 hours ago
#MedEd My link was bad...try this one - https://t.co/QwUOuALBtW

Gary Beck Dallaghan @GLBDallaghan8 hours ago
@anna_cianciolo @MedEdChat T3 #meded Excellent question. If I'm uncertain I ask. I always
preface my question with "Please forgive my ignorance, but I have to ask this question...."

MedEd Chat @MedEdChat8 hours ago
#meded

Dr. A.J. Kleinheksel @AJKleinhex8 hours ago
T3 I've found most generational differences to be superficial. Everyone learns better from better
pedagogy. As we discover and apply best practices in education the touchstones become less
important. #meded

Gary Beck Dallaghan @GLBDallaghan8 hours ago
@AJKleinhex T3 #meded I was hoping you'd bring that up. @BJBRoman shared this article
with me this morning about the newest generation coming up https://t.co/89bNpVi525

Temple Ratcliffe @templeratcliffe8 hours ago
RT @AJKleinhex: T3 I've found most generational differences to be superficial. Everyone
learns better from better pedagogy. As we discover…

MedEd Chat @MedEdChat8 hours ago
RT @GLBDallaghan: @AJKleinhex T3 #meded I was hoping you'd bring that
up. @BJBRoman shared this article with me this morning about the new…

Robert V. Hill @RVHillPhD8 hours ago
@anna_cianciolo @GLBDallaghan @MedEdChat Great question. Could be all 3...mutual
perception of the other person as somehow different is always a barrier to
communication. #Meded

MedEd Chat @MedEdChat8 hours ago
#meded

Anna Cianciolo @anna_cianciolo8 hours ago
RT @AJKleinhex: T3 I've found most generational differences to be superficial. Everyone
learns better from better pedagogy. As we discover…

Anna Cianciolo @anna_cianciolo8 hours ago
@RVHillPhD @GLBDallaghan @MedEdChat T3. #meded Agreed!

Margaret Chisolm, MD @whole_patients8 hours ago
RT @AcadPsychiatry: #ThrowbackThursday From 1977, Internship for Residents:
"Psychiatrists serve as bridges between genetics, biology, & al…

Marty Muntz @mmteacherdoc8 hours ago
@AJKleinhex Absolutely! Same goes with teaching in the presence of patients. Generational
differences can be muted by going to the bedside. Or sometimes used to enhance care. #MedEd

Alliance4ClinEd @Alliance4ClinEd8 hours ago
RT @mmteacherdoc: @AJKleinhex Absolutely! Same goes with teaching in the presence of
patients. Generational differences can be muted by goi…

Dr. A.J. Kleinheksel @AJKleinhex8 hours ago
@GLBDallaghan Ha! Am I becoming that predictable? I'm going to have to find a few new
soapboxes to add to my #meded repertoire.

Anna Cianciolo @anna_cianciolo8 hours ago
RT @MedEdChat: #meded https://t.co/WF3iRXwNR3

Myna @MynaEdu8 hours ago
RT @AJKleinhex: T3 I've found most generational differences to be superficial. Everyone
learns better from better pedagogy. As we discover…

MedEd Chat @MedEdChat8 hours ago
#meded Here is the Engel article https://t.co/VQFFCZzZ7T

Larry Hurtubise @hur2buzy8 hours ago
#Meded yes I feel like genuine curiosity helps to navigate lots of gaps. It’s a Covey habit seek
first to understand then to be understood

Gary Beck Dallaghan @GLBDallaghan8 hours ago
RT @hur2buzy: #Meded yes I feel like genuine curiosity helps to navigate lots of gaps. It’s a
Covey habit seek first to understand then to…

Anna Cianciolo @anna_cianciolo8 hours ago
RT @hur2buzy: #Meded yes I feel like genuine curiosity helps to navigate lots of gaps. It’s a
Covey habit seek first to understand then to…
MedEd Chat @MedEdChat8 hours ago
We have about 5 more minutes left in our discussion. Please feel free to give some final
thoughts #meded

Eric Holmboe @boedudley8 hours ago
RT @GLBDallaghan: @AJKleinhex T3 #meded I was hoping you'd bring that
up. @BJBRoman shared this article with me this morning about the new…

Eric Holmboe @boedudley8 hours ago
RT @MedEdChat: Topic 3: How is “minding the gap” similar/different to navigating other
demographic differences to provide the best educatio…

Jeffrey Davis @jeffreybdavis8 hours ago
RT @Primary_Immune: His Stage-4 Lymphoma Was Treatment-Resistant & Incurable. The

Experimental TX That Saved Him Could Be #Cancer' Biggest…

Gary Beck Dallaghan @GLBDallaghan8 hours ago
@MedEdChat #meded I think @hur2buzy son says it all.....when you meet one Millennial
you've met one Millennial. Individuals are unique and should not be compartmentalized

Elizabeth Gundersen @Top_Gundersen8 hours ago
@hur2buzy Love the Covey reference! #MedEd https://t.co/vGv2Zgw9R4

Chris Peltier, MD @cpeltier0078 hours ago
RT @MedEdChat: #meded Here is the Engel article https://t.co/VQFFCZzZ7T

Dr. A.J. Kleinheksel @AJKleinhex8 hours ago
@TLMedEd Coming from #edtech, I feel compelled to point out that Q2b should be
a #meded chat all unto itself!

MedEd Chat @MedEdChat8 hours ago
RT @Top_Gundersen: @hur2buzy Love the Covey
reference! #MedEd https://t.co/vGv2Zgw9R4

Anna Cianciolo @anna_cianciolo8 hours ago
T3. #meded What if every time we entered an interaction, we said “There you are!” instead of
“Here I am!”

MedEd Chat @MedEdChat8 hours ago
RT @anna_cianciolo: T3. #meded What if every time we entered an interaction, we said “There
you are!” instead of “Here I am!”

MedEd Chat @MedEdChat8 hours ago
@AJKleinhex @TLMedEd You are more than welcome to guest host that topic. #meded

MedEd Chat @MedEdChat8 hours ago
That's a wrap...I will be posting the transcript tomorrow morning. Thanks everyone for
participating! #MedED

Eric Holmboe @boedudley8 hours ago
RT @hur2buzy: #Meded yes I feel like genuine curiosity helps to navigate lots of gaps. It’s a
Covey habit seek first to understand then to…

MedEd Chat @MedEdChat8 hours ago
#meded

Anna Cianciolo @anna_cianciolo8 hours ago
Thanks for joining us everyone! #meded

MedEd Chat @MedEdChat8 hours ago
Join us again next week at 9 pm Thursday as @alliance4clined President @bzmorgenstern guest
hosts. Don't forget to suggest topics by DM or email #meded

Dr. A.J. Kleinheksel @AJKleinhex8 hours ago
Final thought: I'm just relieved no one brought up the myth of the digital native
tonight. #meded https://t.co/rirc9Uw8RX

MedEd Chat @MedEdChat8 hours ago
RT @AJKleinhex: Final thought: I'm just relieved no one brought up the myth of the digital
native tonight. #meded https://t.co/rirc9Uw8RX

Elizabeth Gundersen @Top_Gundersen7 hours ago
@AJKleinhex Wait! There's still 30 seconds left! #meded

Deb Seymour @psychmour7 hours ago
my first #meded chat. Thanks...I'll be back

TLMedEd @TLMedEd7 hours ago
Thank you @MedEdChat and all for a great discussion! #meded

Larry Hurtubise @hur2buzy7 hours ago
#meded #meta4 Generational gaps are like culinary fusion. There’s lots going on to explore and
enjoy!

Larry Hurtubise @hur2buzy7 hours ago
RT @MedEdChat: Join us again next week at 9 pm Thursday
as @alliance4clined President @bzmorgenstern guest hosts. Don't forget to suggest t…
•

